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 Thanks giving weekend- markets on hold. Little in way of fresh, market-moving news, risk mood 

more mixed. Markets to be driven by month-end flows -volatility is expected to pick-up around 

London fix. There is a talk of large potential outflow from equities into bonds in the run-up to 

month end. 

 

Moderna’s chief doctor warned vaccines may not prevent spread of the disease implying that it 

might take longer time for business activity to normalize as it is unclear how effective the 

vaccines are in containing the spread of the virus. (who cares? - only positive news flow 

matters) 

 

FOMC minutes perhaps less supportive of risk than hoped. There was talk about bond buying 

but no urgency from Fed and that means December action is less likely. 

 

US data mixed - durable goods orders beat expectations but jobless registered 778k marking a 

fifth-week high. Core PCE price index rose 1.4% in October. 

 

Merkel says Germany will not be able to keep its financial lifeline for businesses forced to close 

by the pandemic through the whole winter.  Battle between Weaker EUR and weaker USD 

reigns - tilted to EUR weakness rather strength. 10dma 1.1870 break below to ease the upward 

pressure.  

 

Xi finally congratulates Biden - markets hopeful but tough backdrop makes trade compromise 

difficult. This week's modest bounce in USD/CNH was deflected by the increasingly solid-

looking Fibonacci retracement line at 6. 6030.Today’s close below 6.5688 will reinstate bearish 

bias. 

 

Enduring hope of Brexit deal - both sides say progress is being made but not blinking on no-

deal risk. Cable can retest its 1.3481 pandemic peak. Still resistance by 1.3400, but dips not 

lasting. Downtrend line from 2007 at 1.3425 today and close above which is bullish 

 

USD/JPY between rock and hard place, orders and options help contain. Failed breakout on 

Tuesday above 104.67- 50% Fibo weighs. Nikkei highest since 27,092 in April 91. Range 

104.10 104.40 to hold  

 

USDINR: Yesterday’s hands-off approach is inexplicable after resilient defense of the past. 

Flows have dried up and hence bids missing? Domestic liquidity bursting at seams - inflation 

cocktail brewing. End game getting complicated. 73.80 74.00 for the day 


